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1.	 INTRODUCTION
The Porous Microphone in an Aero'oil is a directional sensor
which rejects flow noise. The aerofoil allows the sensor to.be
rotated in the airflow over a wide range of yaw angles, 0 1 to 90°,
avoiding flow separation over the surface of the sensor and its
associated additional flow noise.
The directivity and the rejection of flow noise are inherent
to the basic design of porous surface sensors'. The design consists
of a thin porous surface which couples the external pressure f- ld
to a long, than cavity reside the sensor. For a porous strip
sensor, the cavity has a constant width, and its depth decreases
linearly towards the tap of the sensor, when the specific acoustic
impedance z of the porous surface is constant, real and equal to
z = r = porn d	 (1)
where L is the length of the cavity and d is its maximum depth;
then the cavity becomes anechoic in the direction towards the tip
of the sensor. Under t=iis condition, the response R of the sen-
sor can be taken as the product
R	 s(w) H(k)	 (2)
where s(m) is the frequency response which would be constant
under the condition in Eq. (1), and H(k) is the directivity
function:
'Noiseux, D.U. and Horwath, T., "Design of a Porous Surface Micro-
phone for the rejection of flow Noise," submitted to the Journal.
of Acoustical Society of America.
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where, ki is the wavenumber of the gas inside the cav;_:y, k i is
the wavenumber component of the external pressure field along
the axis of the porous strips.




where k  is the wavenumber of the gas outside the sensor, and
8 is the direction of propagation with respect to the axis of
the sensor. The maximum of the directivity function occurs at
8 W 0 when
kl = k o	ki	 (4)
For subsonic signals (propagating'at a velocity smaller
than the speed of sound), like the pressure fluctuations associated
with a turbulent subsonic flow, the range of values of k, at one
frequency w is predominantly larger than.k i and, hence, the value
of the directivity function is small, thus, providing the attenua-
tion of these signals: the flow noise is rejected.
The Porous Microprone in an Aerofoil uses the porous strip
design. Under the ideal condition, Eq. (1), this sensor very
nearly maintains the properties given by Yqs. (2) through (4).
An earlier design  has shown that an airfoil is desirable and
2Noiseux, D.U., "Study of Porous Surface Microphones for Acoustic
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effective :n reducing flow noise when the sensor is rotated over
a large range of yaw angles. However, this early design also
showed two important limitations. First, the frequency response
was not constant but dropped very fast with increasing frequency.
Second, the airfoil introduces an additional flow noise, which
could be further reduced by a redesign of the airfoil.
The Porous Microphone in an Aerofoil has been redesigned,
resulting in considerable improvements of its frequency response,












s(w) is affected directly by the
of the porous, surfa ne. A systematic
the properties of the porous strips
resu'Lts reported 3 . It turns out




where y 12 (.•a) is the specific transfer admittance of the thin
porous strip and y 11 is its driving point admittance; in terms
of the thickness h of the porous strips and of its internal
complex wavenumber y, we get
s(w) = [cosh yhl--1	 (6)
3NoiseLx, D.U., "Development, Fabrication and Calibration of a
Porous Surface Microphone in an Aerofoil,' NASA CR-132636,
BBN Report No. 3014, March 1975.
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From Eq. (6) the frequency response can be controlled Ly
the selection of the'porous material and its thickness. This
important re~ult has been experimentally supported. The new
Porous Surface Microphone has a high..r frequency response than
the earlier design. The acoustic properties of this new design
are shown in Appendix I, where we can see the improved frequency
response. The directivity function is also shown to follow
closely the directivity of an ideal porous strip sensor given
by Eq. (3). The mechanical stiffness of the porous strips and
_the acoustic modes inside the cavity of the sensor, are now
the limitations of the high frequency end of the present design,
in the frequency range of 15 kHz to 20 kHz. These limitations
can be pushed to higher frequencies by using narrower strips
and narrower acoustic cavities.
.The new airfoil chosen is NACA-64-012, which has a smaller
thickness-to-chord ratio than the airfoil used earlier Z . The
flow noise due to flow separation at large yaw angles has been
reduced.
The present report is concerned not only with the flow noise
of the Porous Surface Microphone in an Aerofoil., but also with
its vibration sensitivity and with the effect of the Mach number
of the flow on the directivity function. The results of these
investigations are presented in the following section. The details
of the analysis and experimental results are given in a set of
appendices.
4
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2.	 RESULT.'S
The results are divided into four topics which are discussed
in the following subsections.
2.1	 Acoustic Properties
The acoustic properties of the Porous Microphone in an
Aerofoil are its frequency response and its directivity pattern.
They are shown in Appendix I.
The frequency response o(m) follows very closely the response
predicted by the acoustic properties of the porous strips,
Eq. (5). At high frequencies, between 15 kHz aiad 20 kHz, th•^
frequency response shows resonances which are attributed to the
first bending mode of the porous strips and to the first mode of
the acoustic cavity. These two resonances could be shifted to
higher frequencies by using narrower strips and acoustic cavity.
The measured directivit,; patterns follow the patterns given
by Eq. (3). The symmetrical design, using two porous strips on
opposite faces of the aerofoil, has cancelled to a large extent
the diffra.tion of the body of the aerofoil. The envelope of
the minor Lobes of the directivity pattern does not decrease as
fast as Eq. (3) would predict. This limitation of the minor
lobes is attributed to the non--uniformity of the specific im-
pedance of the porous surface. This effect has been analyzed
previously'` and the results are consistent with the patterns
shown in Appendix I.
The acoustic properties of the sensor are discussed in more
detail in Ref. (3).
'See Ref. 2, Appendix I.
5
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2.2 Vibration Sensitivity
The thin aerofoil of the sensor will be excited by the time
varying component of lift in a turbulent flow. At the flexural
modes of the aerofoil, the vibration response of the Ferofoil
could be relatively large and create an extra component of noise.
Fortunately, the symmetrical design of the porous surfaces will,
to a first order, cancel out the noise due to the flexural re-
sponse of the sensor. The resultant vibration sensitivity of
the Airfoil Sensor is therefore very low.
The-vibration sensitivity of the Airfoil Sensor is examined
in Appendix II. An es'r ;_mate of the vibration sensitivity is
first derived and shown to be less than 75 dB SPL per G (SPL being
referred to 0.0002 microbar). This is a very low value, which is
almost equal to the vibration sensitivity of a B&K half--inch
condenser microphone.
The vibration levels of the aerofoil are measured in the
wind tunnel over a wide range of flow velocities. Using the
estimate of vibration sensitivity and the measured vibration
levels, we show in Appendix II, that the contribution of the
vibration sensitivity of the Airfoil Sensor to its flow no-use
is completely negligible.
This result is obtained when the base, on which the senior
is mounted, is tied to a floor having itself a low vibration
level.
2.3 Effect of Mach Plumber on the Directivity Function
The response of the Airfoil Sensor has been expressed as
the product of a frequency response s(w) and a directivity
function H(k), see Eqs. (2) and (3).
6
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The frequency response s(w) should not be affected by air
flow except if the acoustic resistance of the porous surface is
modified by the presence of tangential flow. However, the porous
material was selected to have essentially all its acoustic re-
sistance caused by viscous loss inside the material and only a
negligible part caused by the transition of the inside gas velocity
to the surface gas velocity5.
The directivity function H(k) is sensitive to airflow; the
effect of Mach number can be introduced explicitly in Eq. (3).
By measuring the actual directivity function of the sensor in
air flow and comparing these experimental results with the cal-
culated directivity function including air flow, we can show
whether the computed directivity function with Mach number is
valid or not. This is the purpose of a series of tests made in
the wind tunnel.
The directivity function, including Mach number, is de-rived
in Appendix III for a stationary acoustic ser.:or and a stationary
receiver in a moving gas. The directivity function has the form








ks = c5	 (8)0
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is the ratio of the excitation frequency w  of the source and co
is the sound velocity of air, a is the angle between the direction
of propagation of the sound in the flow and the axis of the Porous
Sensor, and B is the angle between the direction of flow and the
direction of propagation of the sound in the flow.
The acoustic tests in the wind tunnel are planned as follows:
an Acoustic source is located in the throat of the nozzle of the
wind tunnel. A B&K half--inch condenser microphone with nose cone
measures the acoustic output of the Source at different flow
velocities and over a wide range of frequencies; let e l be the
electrical output of the B&K sensor at frequency w and Mach
number M:
el = s l (w) H 1 (k) P(w)
	
(9)
The same acoustic pressures are measured at the same flows with
the Airfoil Sensor, giving an electrical output e2
e 2 = s 2 (w) H z (k) P(w)	 (10)
The ratio of the d1rectivity functions is'.
e 2 s I (w)	 H 2 W	 (11)
e I S 2 (w)	 HI(k)
If we assume that the B&K sensor is omnidirectional, at least
over the frequency range of interest, then
H 1 (k) = 1	 (12)
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and Eq. (l y ) gives the directivity function of the-Airfoil Sensor
including the Effect of Mach number. With this plan, the effect
of Mach number on the radiation impe,'ance of the Source cancels
out.
The acoustic characteristics of the Source are shown in
Appendix IV, with and without flow. The test results of the
response of the Airfoil Sensor and the B&K Sensor to the Acoustic
Source are presented in Appendix V for the case a = 9 = 0. The
ratio in Eq. (11) is calculated under the assumption in Eq. (12),
as a function of frequency, for different Mach numbers, M = 0.075
to 0.2. The directivity function, including Mach number, is also
calculated from Eqs. (3) and (7) for a = 6 = 0 and compared with
the experimental ren^-ilts.
The calculations and the experimental results of directivity
Function of an Aerofoil Sensor, including Mach number, agree up
to approximately 10 kHz, in the range of the tests: M = 0.075 to
0.2. Above 10 kHz, the calculations and the experimental results
start to diverge. It is difficult to attribute this divergence
to the Airfoil Sensor. Its sensitive surface has a high impedance
which is not modified by air flow, as already discussed. In
contrast, the sensitive surface of the B&K Sensor, i.e., thr , fine
mesh screen on the side of the nose cone, has a much lower acoustic
impedance which could be more easily affected by flow.
It would appear from the experimental results that the re-
sponse s I (W) H I (k) of the B&K sensor is not independent of Mach
number, contrary to the assumption taken in the calculations using
Eq. (11). The results suggest that either H, (k)decreases with
airflow or that s I (w) increases with airflow or even that both
effects occur simultaneously, in the frequency range above 10 kHz.
Since the B&K condenser microphones with nose cones are used ex-
tensively in wind tunnels, the effect of Mach number of their
^esponse should be investigated further.
9
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The effect of Mach number on teie directivity function of the
Aerofoil Sensor could be eliminated if the wavenumber of the
acoustic signals applied to the Sensor were matched to the wa:e-
number k  of the gas inside the acoustic cavity of the Sensor;
if this match is achieved,
k coca
ki = s
1 + M cose
then the directivit y, H(k) becomes unity. This match of wave-
numbers could be realizt.d by using a mixture of gas inside the
Sensor so t:lat its sound velocity matches the trace velocity
of the acoustic signals to be measured.
2.4 Flow Noise
The flow noise of Airfoil Sensor in the BBN quiet wind
tunnel is compared with the flow noise of the B&K hall'--inch
condenser microphone with nose cone in the same wind tunnel,
over a range of flow velocities from 26 to 70 m/sec. The B&K
sensor is always pointing directly into the flow; the airfoil
sensor is oriented over the full ran,-;e of yaw angles, 0 0 to 900,
in 15 0 increments. The flow noise reduction of the Airfoil
Sensor, is defined as the ratio of the flow noise of the B&K
sensor pointing directly into the flow, to the flow noise of
the Airfoil Sensor at given yaw angles.
The test conditions and the test results are presented
in Appendix V16.
6 This appendix is identical to Ap pendix X of Ref. 3: the experi-
ment has been supported jointly by NASA Ames and NASA Langley.
to
lift.,	 .t	 --•-• -_
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The flow noise rejection of the Airfoil Sensor will depend
on the intensity and the scale of turbulence of the air flow.
When the intensity of turbulence of the wind tunnel is very low,
as found in the results of Appendix VI, the flow noise rejection
of the Airfoil. Sensor is not considerable; this is shown in
Fig. 1 for different yaw angles at a flow velocity of 62 m/sec.
When the intensity of turbulence is larger, as found in the
acoustic tests of Appendix V, the flow noise rejection can be
quite large; this is shown in Fig. 2.
The flow noise of the Airfoil Sensor for a given flow
velocity " is minimum at a yaw angle of approximately 30°; this
minimum is not yet fully understood.
The results of flow noise have not been analyzed in detail.
It would be useful to identify the different causes of flow
noise and thereby assess the performance of the Airfoil Sensor



































FIG.	 1.	 FLOW	 NOISE	 REDUCTION	 OF	 THE	 AIRFOIL	 SENSOR
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3.	 CONCLJSIONS
The new Porous Surface Microphone in an Airfoil, Model 342,
has achieved substantial improvements over the earlier design.
The frequency response has been extended; the flow noise,
especially the component due to flow separation on the airfoil,
has been reduced for the full range of yaw angles.
The flow noise rejection of the Airfoil Sensor, referred to
the B&K Sensor with nose cone, is significant even at very low
intensity of turbulence; it could be very large when the intensity
of turbulence is "barge.
The acceleration sensitivity of the 1_irfoil Sensor is very
low and can be neglected for most of the practical situations.
The effect of Mach number on the directivity function of the
Airfoil Sensor is predictable in the subsonic range, at least up
to 10 kNz. This effect consists of a sequence of large dins in
the sensor response, even when the sensor is pointed directly
towards the sound source. The location in frequency of these
dips depends on the Mach number and the orientation of the
sensor with respect to the sound source. These dips limit the
usefullness of the current design; however, they could be eliminat-
ed by using, instead of air, a proper gas mixture inside the
sensor. This modification merits further consideration.
14
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APPENDIX I
ACOUSTIC CALIBRATION OF THE NEW POROUS SURFACE
MICROPHONE IN AN AIRFOIL, MODEL 342, S/N2
A new design of a Porous Surface Microphone in an Airfoil
has been developed recently l ; Model 3 242. This new design has
an improved frequency response and should have a lower flow
noise than the earlier design2.
A second unit of this new design has been fabricated for
NASA Ames. This memo presents the acoustic calibration of this
second unit.
The photograph of Fig. 1 shows the Porous Surface Microphone
on the left, the microphone base and the tail end of the base
on the right. All three sections are rigidly b(-lted together
and preserve the shape -)f the airfo i l: this shape is a NACA
64-0012 section. A pipe is cemented to the base and carries the
electrical leads of the preamplifier.
The microphone
cap, screws into th
Surface Microphone.
has a flat pressure
which equalizes its
cartridge.
cartridge •ind preamplifier, without grid
e microphone hole at the end of the Porous
The cartridge must be a B&K--type 4134 whichCD
response up to approximately 20 kHz, and
internal pressure to the front of the
The porous strips are each 14 inches- long. The specdfic
acoustic resistance of the two porous strips is shown in
Fig. 2. The mean value is close to 50 p c where p c is the
0 0	 0 0
characteristic impedance of air; the variations .from the mean
are approximately ±1 dB.
'The frequency response of the Porous Surface Microphone
has been measured in the plane wave tube and in the anechoic
room. The results, shown in Fig. 3, give also the sensitivitv
'With Langley Research Center see: D.U. Noiseux
2 D.U. Noiseux, "Study of Porous Surface Microphones for Acoustic
Measurements in Wind Tunnels," NASA CR-111593, April 1973.
1
with respect to the pressure sensitivit y of the microphone
cartridge. The frequency response of Units 1 and 2 are very
nearly identical.
The directivity patterns measured for Unit No. 1 ? Till also
apply to Unit No. 2 because their geometries are identical.
Only the details of the high order minor lobes will be different;
these details depend on the local ;variations of the acoustic
resistance of the porous strips.
The directivity patterns of Unit No. 1 are reproduced 2 as
the original Figs. 6 and 7. The directivit y has been measured
about two axes of rotat 7.on which are indicated in the figures.
At 10 kHz, the envelope of the directivity of an ideal line
sensor of the same length as the porous strips of the Airfoil
Sensor, has been calculated and. is shown in Fig. 6e and 7e.








FIG. 1 POROUS SURFACE MICROPHONE IN AN AIRFOIL
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APPENDIX II
VIBRATION SENSITIVITY OF THE POROUS SURFACE





When the Airfoil Porous Surface Sensor is subjected to air
flow, the dominant type of vibration of the airfoil will be
flexural waves. These vibration waves will create surface pres-
sures on the porous strips of the Airfoil Sensor. However, the
symmetrical design of the Airfoil Sensor makes it rather insensi-
tive to flexural vibrations: presst+res generated at one face
of the sensor are equal to and of opposite polarity from the
pressures generated at corresponding points on the opposite
face; when these lGoal pressures enter the acoustic cavities of
the sensor and reach the common surface of the microphone
cartridge, they cancel out. The degree of cancellation depends
on the variations of the specific acoustic resistance of the
porous strips; with variations maintained to less than 10%,
we anticipate a cancellation of more than 20 dB.
An e-raluation of the contribution of the vibration of the
Airfoil Porous Surface Sensor to the flow was planned; the original
plan will be modified because of the difficulty of measuring
directly the a^celeratjon sensitivity of the sensor.
The original plan consisted of the following steps:
(1) The flow noise spectrum of the l:irfoil Sensor is
measured at different flow velocities for one yaw angle a = 90°.
(2) The acceleration spectrum of the Airfoil Sensor due to
air flow is measured at one point of the surface of the sensor
for the same flo •. , velocities and the yaw angle a = 90°.
(3) The acceleration sensitivity of the Airfoil Sen,3or
excited by a shaker and monitored by an accelerometer is
measured: the ratio of the output of the Sensor in equivalent





(4) The acceleration sensitivity obtained in (3) multiplied
by the acceleration'spectrum measured in (2) yields approximately
the contribi•tion of vibration to flow noise. This contribution
is then compared with the net,flow noise measured in (1).
Measurements (1) and (2) in air flow are readily done.
Measurement (3) is much more difficult to realize because of
the low vibration sensitivity of the Airfoil Sensor: the pres-
sures sensed by the Sensor during the shaker test are dominated
at low frequencies by the ambient noise of the test chamber.
(The acceleration levels produced by the small shaker used were
very low.) In view of this experimental difficulty, the direct
measurement (3) of the acceleration sensiti-=i.t.y was replaced
by an estimate of the vibration sensitivity which is developed
in Section 2. This estimate may be more useful than the direct
measurement because the estimate shows why the acceleration
sensitivity of the airfoil Sensor is so low.
An estimate of the acceleration sensitivity of the Airfoil
Sensor is developed in Section 2. The-flow noise and accelera-
tion spectra are shown in Section 3. The contr-*.bution of
acceleration of the Airfoil to the net flow noise is calculated
in Section 4.
2
2.	 ESTIMATE OF THE ACCELERATION ScNSITIVITY OF THE AIRFOIL
SENSOR
The estimation proceeds as follows:
(1) An estimate of the point pressure on one surface of the
airfoil per unit acceleration is calculated as a function of
frequency.
(2) To this pressure field is associated a bending wave-
number kb . The pressure field is filtered by the directivity
function of the Airfoil Sensor using *k b instead of the acoustic
wavenumber component, k  cosa, along the axis of the porous strips.
(3) Th y
 pressure fields from the surfaces of the two porous
strips combine at the surface of the microphone element resulting
in a net cancellation which is e ,7timated to be at least one
order of magnitude (20 dB).
The sequence of these three calculations yields an estimate
of the acceleration sensitivity of the Airfoil Sensor.
In view of the many approximations which will be used to
estimate the point pressures on one surface, done in (1), the
further calculation of the filtering done in (2) becomes almost
irrelevant and will not be carried forth. The net effect of
calculating (1) and (3) but not (2) is an overestimation of
the acceleration sensitivity.
The point pressure p(m) are one surface of the Airfoil,
per unit acceleration is estimated in three frequency ranges.
At low frequencies, below the first bending mode frequency
of the airfoil, the specific impedance z(w) of the fluid loading;




P (W) = U( w ) z(W)
a 	
z iw
where a(w) is the acceleration and w is the angular frequency,
and, for a flat disc*
z(w)
If the perimeter 2(Q+w)
of the circumference 27r:
overestimate of the low
one face of the Airfoil
0.067 iwp o (2rrr) ; low frequencies
of the airfoil is introduced instead
n of the flat disc, we get a slight
frequency acceleration sensitivity of
Sensor:
a(w) = 0.135 po(Q+w)
where p. is the density of air.	 .
At high frequencies, but below the frequency at which the
flexural wave velocity equals the sound velocity in air, (the
so--called coincidence frequency), the Airfoil will behave as a
3





kb = 1. 86 Jj^
9h








where 'cB is the bending wavenumber, c Q is the longitudinal wave
velocity of the material of the airfoil (epoxy) and h is the
thickness.. Hence, the acceleration sensitivity of one face
of the airfoil becomes
a w W lcb
Pa1— ^ 4 C  h ; medium frequencies.
r ^
Above coincidence frequency, the fluid loading impedance
is the characteristic impedance p ° co of the fluid. Hence,
p(W)p °c°aw	 above coincidence frequency.ll	 'U1
The estimates for the three frequency regions are sketched
in Fig.. 1 using the parameters of the Airfoil Sensor: Q, w, h
and c 	 It is interesting to note that the acceleration sensitivity
of one face of the Airfoil Sensor is everywhere lower t1-an the
acceleration sensitivity of a one-inch condenser microphone in
free air: 93 dB SPL/G.
For two faces of the Airfoil Sensor, a cancellation of 20 dpi
is introduced in Fig. 1 to yield to net acceleration sensitivity.
Again, the asymptotic values shown in Fig. 1 are overestimates
of the true acceleration sensitivity. The overestimation is of





















































































































































































































3.	 FLOW f:OISE AND ACCELERATION LEVELS OF THE AIRFOIL SENSOR
A small accelerometer is cemented on the Airfoil Sensor, at
approximately 2/3 of the distance from the tip of the ;.ensor_and
the acceleration levels recorded for different flow velocities
when the yaw angle a is 90°. The results are shown in third
octave bands in Fig. 2.
The flow noise measured by the Airfoil Sensor, without the
!	 accelerometer, for the same range of flow velocities and for
yaw angle a = 90° is shown in Fig. 3•
The resonances shown in Fig. 2 correspond to the simple
bending modes of a cantilever beam of the .3ame tnickness and
material as the airfoil; the length of the cantilever beam is
the length from the tip of the airfoil sensor to the center pipe
of the preamplifier base. The resonance frequencies of these
modes are calculated (from "_'ables of resonance frequencies of
E	 cantilever beams) to be:
1st mode: 16 Hz
2nd mode: 102 Hz
j Ord mode: 290 Hz
4th mode: 565 Hz
5th mode : 940 Iiz
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!^	 4a	 CON`^RIQUTIDN OF ACC^tERATIQN ^0 FLOI^! NOISE
^	 . _^	
-
The accelerat-ion levels o^ Fig. 2, multiplied by the estimate
	
'	 of the net acceleration sensitivity of the Azrfoil Sensor given
in the - ]sower cur T,re of Fig. 1, yield the contribution of the
acceleration to the flow noise : tlizs contribution is shoi^rn in
i
-	 Comparing Fig. ^ and Fig..3, tti^e find ghat the contribution
	`^	 of the acceleration of the Airfoil Sensor is at least 30 dB
	
i ^^	 belct+r the net flow noise of - the Sensor; the contribution is
	
_	 effectively negligible. This conclusion is also apparent from
	




j	 resonances. associated with the resonances seen in the accelera--
txon spG :^ru^t of Fig. 2.
',
^1^Ihen the Airfoil Porous Surface Sensor is used in normal
Vrind tunnel conditions where the vibrat^.on of the Sensor i^:
I	 caused by the turbulence of the airflow., - the contribution of - the	 ^
	
•	 acceleration of the sensor. to the flow noise .can, be neglected.
	 j
The normal wind tunnel conditions imply that the stand o,n Z^thich
• - the Airfo^.i Sensor is mounted is rigid , like the stand we - have	 '
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ti^lYien air is flotring between a sts.t^.onary acoustic source and
'; a stationary receiver, the acoustic radiation from the souz^c^ and
the directivity function of the receiver are modified from their




formulate the modification of the directivity funct^.an of the
1	
receiver, leaving out the much more diffxeLtlt problem of the
modif^.cai;ion of the radiation of the source: we assume that
	
^.	 the source is radiating a plane acoustic wave ^.n the region of
	
^	 the receiver.
^ !	 The modification of the directivity functic^^i c;f. the rece^.ver
k ^	 is formulated by two methods. The first method, presented in
i
section 2, is an ad hoc formulation specifically for a plane
harmonic wave. A mare general method, leading; to^the same	 j
f	 results for a plane wave, is presented in Section 3. The
motivation for us^_n^ the general method iS to clarify passible
	





















The positions of the source and receiver are sl^olvn in - Fig. ^.,
in the laboratory coordinates x ^ ^x^, x Z$ x 3 }. The gas betyreen
the source and the receiver is moving uniformly with a^velacity
U with respect to the laboratory coordinates.
We consider the case ^rhere the source zs far from the receiver
so that - the pressure field in the region of the receiver is
'i
	
...	 effectively a plane wave. If we select ohly one harmonic component
	
,^;	 of the plane wave and express th^.s wave in the coordinates x moving
with the ^^ gas , v^re have
p {x,t} ^ po
 exp [ -i(k^ • x -- u^ot}^	 (^.}
The bar superscript is used to indica^:° ghat the quantity is
measured in the coordinates, x, moving with the gas; k^^ is the
wavenumber^ vector and wo is the circular f^. • equency of the plane
wave measured ih the rnaving c^aordinates, x.
The point pressure p(^c,t} in the laboratory coordinates
is the same as the paint pressure p(x,t} irl the moving c^oorcinates
provided
^	 x - x+Ut ;	 {2}




	 p(x,t} ^ ^o ^xp {^i[Ico •x -
{
From {^) we .have the folloEVing
sure measured by a fixed.reeciv^
^	 measured by^ a mowing; receiver; .












M - U/co ,	 (9)
• and lt s is the travenumber of the gas a-^ the frequency w s of bhe
excitation of the source:
Finally; •the wavenumber vector lo o has a direction which is
different from the directian of the wavenumber vector lc5,of the
plane wave emitbed by the .source when bhe gas is stationary.
This is s^iown in Fig. 2: k o makes an ankle ^ with respect to ks
which can be ready^:y calculated.
The preceeding results do not consider specifically ^:he
effects of fluid flow on the radiation from a finite source.
This type of prab7.em cart be solved only far. the simplest geametry.^
For the ^n^'inibe flat source im p lied ^.n ^Fi^;. 2, t,re have. the simple
result of a change of direction of k s to ko.
The preceedin^ results are note applied bo a stationary
porous surface sensor.
.	 The response E(r^) of the Porous Surface Sensor bo a p"La.ne




','	 where s(w) is the frequency response and H(ic) a.s the dire4tivity
function ttiihich is -very nearly that of an -encl-fired line sensox:
F
r j '^^	 ^Tngard, U. and S^.n^;hal, 'S7^. h. , "Ups:ream and Downstream Saund
-•
Radiation into a Moving Fluid, t' JASA, X01.. 5^, No. 5, 1973;
















kI	 =	 ^lcicosa.^	 {1.3}
^^ a is the angle bet3^reen the vector k of the plane wave and the
axis of ,the porous strips, L ^s the active length of the. sensor
-#E and ki is the wavenuml7er of the gas inside the sensor..
a`^-' In a wind tunnel. test tivhere a staf;ionary source is em^.t^ing
_	 ^ aquas. plane Crave ^^.t the stationary Porous ^^urface Sensor re-
^^ -^, cea.ver, the frequency w in (11) is the frequency w s of the
excitat.on^ of the source,
Ij
_	 ^..:,




















• o	 s ltscosa
,.
-- k	 L/ ^








3.s the directivity function modified by the azr^'1ow.
'-^. In-the wind tunnel test s described in Appenc^^.c^s zv Wand V
y angle 9 l?e^iret;n the direction. of :propagation o^ the quasi.,the.t
^( plane wave emitted by : the source and the velocity U, in the
;`	 ^ vicinity of the Porous_ Surface Sensor is zero.	 Furthermore,















;j	 and {16) reduces to	 ^	
11
sin ics ^I-S-Ma - 1) L/2
	




For the - case tvher- the :porous Surface Sensor is pointed direct3.v
^	 _.	 ,
towards the source, then a=Q, and (l$) i'urther reduces to
t




. H(k)	 ^	 (19)





'	 When ^=0 and the sensor is pointing QO° away from the source
(a = 90°) the directivity function is unaffected hY Mach number;
at any other ang^.e a it 3.s affected,..	 -	 j
Equation {1Q) wi11 b^ used in. Appendix Vl to calculate the
^
	
	 dirRctivity function of the Sensor when it is pointing direct^.y 	 ^^
towards the source {a=0) and it is aligned with the dWrection




















^' 	 '^^ A formal derivation of the effect of r rfach number on a
^; stationary receiver 3.n a gas flotr is done through frequency
-^ and tt•^.venumber transforms.	 The general result could be .confusing
when applied to a plane harmonic grave:	 indeed the results of





Sn the fol^:ot^ring paragraphs the formalism of Eichler is




Let x be coordinates moving with the ^;as medium at a
.,.
;'. velocity U; the bar superscript is used to indicate q_uantxt^.es






'	 A pressure fielc'^ p(x,t} in the moving coordinates is the






provided x and x are re].a^ed by (1). 	 '
In the coord^.na'^es of the moving fluid the frequency transform
'! P(x,w} of p(x,t}, assuming p is deterministic, is defined as 	 ^,^
;.
^E^.chler, E. ,	 '`K^.nematics of Wide-Band Fie^.d Sensing - by Ext -ended	 `
Sensors in Motion," J:4 SA, ^:rol.	 50, Na.











' The wavenumbex^ transform P yf (k,t) ^.s defined:
^^
+^
Pj^(k,t)	 ^ p(x,t}	 exp	 (ik • ^.)dx	 (4)
•	 _^
Via.
^ end the frequency wavenumber transform Pwh(lt,r^} is defined	 ^^.
-^	 j ^	 +^	 ^

















j^ The definitions above follow the more usual. can^rentions;,.	
1they difrer from Echler' s definitions is that._ +1{ is used
^^ . instead of --k.	 The t^rauenumber is and tune t are ui3affecLed by
transformation of coordinates,
';	 `' The , same pressure field; in sta'^xanary coordinates x, also










,_ ete., ...	 The.^ransfarms in the mavin^ and in the stationary














P(x,t^) - ^ P(x-Ut:,t) exp(-iust.)dt
_^
(7)




































Equai;ions 2 thraiigh 9 are the eq^^iva^.`ent " of E9.chler' s Eqs . 1
^^ through 3 and.8 through 12 for a determxnxstie
	 ressLtre fieldP
,, in a moving gas.	 The differences are that the sign of U has
	 ^.
;.
;! been.changecl because the gas and not 'che sensor is moving, and
the Sign of ]s ^.n the definit^.ons of transforms has been changed
^.^ to the .mare usual natation. 	 Hence, the,praduct k . 0 in Ezchler'S
natation f qr a mav^.ng sensor retains the same s^.^;n~^.n- our notat^.an
^ t'or a stata.onary sealsor ^.n a mova:ng ^;as.

















For a plane wave, moving in the d3:rection of the unit vector a
Pp ( x st) = P( a '^-c od ) = P(a • x-c od) ^-^^)
where c o
 is the sound velocity in the r^o^ring has. For this plane
.	 wave; also assumed to be deterministic, we get
+^,







__:;;	 either the sensor. is mov^.ng in the gas {E^.chler t s analvsis
_^ ^,	 ar the sensor is stat^.anary in a moving gas (our analysis}.
The directi^Zty is the faci^or (1+a • M} -; vrh^.ch changes with
'^^	 Mach number vector i^^, and the unit direction vector a of the 	 ^	 `
plane wave.
	 .
- ! ^ .	 lde will show ^.ater, 'in the case of a narrow band plane wave,.
like a harmonic plane wave, that the apparent directivity factor
i
^^	 (1+a•M)	 cancels out with the factor (1+a • M) tivhich will appear
:. ^.
`^	 The"other relations {$) and (9) of course, remain valid
for a plane wave.	 .
} _^
	
	 When the plane t,^ave pressure field is also a harmona^c one
at a frequency ^v a.ri the maving gas,
p{^c,t} = Po expC—i(ko • x-- wot )^	 ( 1 3)
;^
^.ts frequen cy transform ^.n the moving gas becomes
-;	 _
'^ ' ^	 Pp(x,w) _ P o exp(-ika • x) ^^rS(^--wo}	 {l^l)
^^	 where S ^.s the Dirac delta function. In the stationary coordinates
_	 the frequency transform becomes, from (12)
-	 ^	 a3	 ..__;.
.PP (x,? ^} -	 lc^	 Po exp{--ilco•x) 2^rd	 lc	 ^ mo
l+^a^

























,^ ,.;	 The apparent contradiction between (1$) and (12) ^.s due to
^.	 .^E
:,	 the fact that the plane wave .is an harmonic ane in (18).
^-;	 Continuing the case of an harmonic plane wave, its freq^encv--











qsing (9) a.^d (20) tae get, in stationary coordinates,
^!;,
_ ,, ^	 Poph(k,c^) ^ (2^r)'^ ^S(c^--k o • II-moo ) 8{k-ico)Po
E
^^	














However, -the frequency sensed.by 'she statianary sensor is also:
the frequency of excitation of the plane . harmonic waste, ws , when	 ^
,,







 1 + lc
	





+]hen ache sensor ^s extensive; l^:lce the Porous Surface Sensor,
^	 its sensitivity in .frequency-^^r avez^umt^er spectrum, is usually the
^_^	 _	 :
` ^	 product of-its frequency response, s(w) and its directivity `unction
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directivity function H(Ic) is, approximately,
,;
sin{k --lc	 ) L/2 ^
{ Ic l -Ici )	 L f 2
- where
--S k =	 {Icy ,	 1c 2 ,	 k 3 ) (^5}
I. ^
and k l
 is along the axis of the porous stri}^s.
^'he frequency response E(w) of the stationary .sensor to a
-
^;








^	 s(w)	 H{Ie)	 P(k,r^)	 exp(-iIc • x)d.k	 ^






For a plane harmon^.c wave given by (21} and a sensor given by
1' (2^)	 eve	 get	 .
-
,_





and i:Ixe time response - e(x,t) of tl^e sensor becomes ,
•,:
^





.where,	 from	 (^ I!) : 	-
sin {^c	 -lc ) L/2
^a	 (lco -1ci ) L/2^
',
^o	 o^	 ^z	 os





















":.	 `'	 ^ a .being the angle bett+reen 1{o and the. axis of the porous strips .
'`	 ^ Finally, relat^.ng lc^ to the excitation frequency ^s of the


















'.G and using the angle B between.l{
o
 and U in the mcring gas we get
._.
r : i 1{ cosy
!^ sin 1 + McosA	 ki	 L/2
H(1{ o )	 = (31)
j lcscosa
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`	 ^^^ The directivity function of the Airfoil Porous Surface
-	 " Sensor is changed by the presence of air flaw; the chanP;e ,has	 ,
..
.. been +calculated in Appendix III. 	 It assumes that a^.l the local 	 "
properties of
	
this sensor,	 ^.^:lca ^.ts lac.^.l sur^'ace seris^.txv^:ty,
i
'^
.; are not changed by a^.r Flow and that the directivity function
of th^.s sensor behaves life the directivity off' an end—fired..
,_^ line receiver.
The i'irst assumption could be questioned:' the airflow-over
Y^ the porous surface may affeci: the acoustic resistance of the
parOUS strips.
	
The ac04tst1c re sistance of the ^;arau 5 Strip s
'	 I
:`^ can be decomposed into ,two components, one being associated
•^ with the viscous lass in the pores .and. the .other with the flow
'; transition at the surface.	 Thy ].after component, which makes
•-^ the acoustic resistance non--linear, is the only one which could
^ be affected- by the air flot^r. 	 However-, the non-linear part of
-	 ,^.. the acoustic resistance of the type of .porous strips used in
• the Airfoil Sensor is negligible even_^.t high _acoustic intensities,
__^ surface pressures in the order of 160 dB SP^.^ re 0.4442 microbar) .
Therefore; we do not expect that the airflow will affect the
'!
.,
acoustic: resistance of the-strips.
_^
^
The second assumption has been found by the directivity
'E patterns measured in _the ane^hoic roam, to be satis#'ied by .the 	 ^





1 F.W.	 Code,	 '^4raphic ModeJ.s for acoustic F1 0.1Y p^eS ^.stanCe,"
Ame^ica^z Society for M^ta1.s, 196g SoutYiern Me^:als c;onfe^ence;

















The purpose of the present acoustic tests in a^.i°flot y ^.s to
^^ verify the change in directivity function of the Airfoil Sensor
y caused by airflow.
^^ An acoustic source is inserted inside the nozzle off' the
^^ wind tunnel.	 The acoustic pressure f^.eld emitted by the SoureG
.^
is measured in the potential core off' the ,jet by a small micro-
'' phone tvh^ch is assumed t^ be omnidirectional and to,have a
frequency response which is unaffected by airf?ow.
	
This press
'	 `' sure measurement becomes the reference pressure and twill be
assumed to belong ^:o aplane wave. 	 The Airfoil Porous Surface
Sensor is substituted fir the small micro phone and its response
- measured.; :mot is compared with the reference pressure from the^.`
small microphone, the ratio being the directivity funeticn of
the Airfoil. Sensor. modi.fi ^:d by t:^e flow.	 The test is repeated.	 .
for d_fferent flow velocities and for di.f, ferent yaw angles of
• the Airfoil. Sensor.
The present appendix describes the conditions Of the te sts:	 ^
.. the acoustic source, the measuren:ont technique and the effects
•^ of air ^'loty on the pressure radiated by the acoustic source .








































-z.	 TEST caHOZTra^s	 .
	
-^	 -
q 	 •	 .
The test conditions include a description of the Acoustic
Source,. its .Location in the noz2le of the i^rind tunnel, and its
''	 frequency response ^^rith and without flow,
..^
^`	 2.Z	 Aco g st7c saurce
	
^-	 The Acoustic Saurce consists of a horn driver coupled to a
^_^	 short. acoustic horn, both inserted into an aerodynamic cylindrical
bod;J ; a cross--section of the source is shown in ^'ig. la and a
photograph in Fig. 1b.
i	 7
_	 The trazl^.ng cone of the sourer xs a screen wh3.ch ^.s a^.most
' j 	acoustically transparent but present a significant resistance
tv free air flab+r. .The screen is anon-woven c-lath cemented to a
.rigid wire-mesh whi^h forms thy, shape of the trailing cane.
The trailing cone ^^,*i11 create unavoidab^.e vortices ^in its i
walcc; the porous sur^'ace of this cone should help to inhibit
•	 these vortices.- The axial response of the saurce, at constant
'^	 excitation voltage, zn the •anecho^.c roam is shown in Fig. 2.	 ^'
^-'	 The directivity pattern of the source. at 1f3 i^Hz is shoti^rn in.
-	 Fig.. 3; it is compared in Fig. ^ with the calculated directivity
of a rigid piston in a baffle, the piston diameter being equal
.	 ^
-, to the diameter ,:^^' the Mouth of the harri, This calculation
,i	 is used later to estimate the reflections of the source against
-.	 the sides of the nozzle of the ^Arind tunnel.
-The pressure level of the _saurce at 5 1tHz is approximately
-
97 dB re 0.a002 microbar at one meter and for one .volt excita-
,'.^	
tion. For the 6 volt exe^:tatian used in the v^rind tunnel tests,
the pressure level. at 2 meters and 5 kHz ` irill b^ approximately
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The microphones measuring the sound emitted by the sour::e
in the presene^ of flow .will be in the turbulent t^ralce of the
_source: the ..flaw noise will be substantially higher 'Chan what
was measured earlier in the free stream. xn order to enhance
the signal--to—no^.se ratio of the microphones , the source is
excited by pure tones in tha form of a frequency sweep and the
output of the microplones are Filtered by a narrowband tracking
filter. The functions of Frequency sweep anal narrowband filtering
and tracking are avai^.able simultaneously in some types of Wave
analyzers. A block diagram of th[^ instrumentation. se^:up is
shown in Fig. ^; the bandwidth of .the filter is r Hz. The rate
of the frequency sweep is chosen to ^.11ow full response of the
narrowband filter to the frequency change.
.	 2.2 Location of the Source Inside. the Nozzle
The loLation of the source inside the nozzle is a compromise
amonnst conflicting requirements: the source should be close
to the mouth of the nozzle to minimize reflec}:ions from the sides
of the nozzle.; the source should be deep ins^.de the nazzl^ to
inhibit the turbulence of its-t^rake.
.	 The_ source ^.s suspended by - piano wires inside the noz^-1^
as shown in Fxg. 6. ^.'he source a}is is oriented carefully a1on^;.
the direct^.^^n ^^' Flow. Over the whole .range of flow velocitz.es
	
	 jJ
of the tests the source remained stable; . oF^ly very small. vibration
of its body could be d^tect^d. The trailing cone a^' the source ^.-
^.s in the contraction region of the nozzle so ghat the turbulence
in the wake of the cone t^r^ll be .inhibited . 'to some degree .
The acoustic reflections From the sides•of the. nozzle grill








not intercepted by the sides of the nozzle; only the minor lobes
^_
	
	 are i,ntercept^d and their levels are at least 15 dB below the
level of the main lobe. At 5 kHz a small fraction of the main
lobe is intercepted, At frequencies below 5 1cHz the reflections
from the sides of the nozzle become more ^.mportant.
^^Tith airflow we Trill see t-hat the directivity of the source
is zncre'ased: its main lobe becom4s narrower at a given frequency,
so that the reflections from the sides of the nozzle are relativel,^
less important. In tine tests, we found that at frequencies belot^r
2 kHz the reflections from the sides of the ,nozzle became excessivey
producing strong interferences with the .main beam. Hence., all
acoustic test s , wez^e limited to frequencies above 2 ^cHz. Fortunately,
this is ^31so the frequency region where the chan ge of directivity
Function due to Mach number.' is sa:gniFic^.nt .
The location of the sensors in the free jet is limited to
not. more than approximately one meter from the face of the
nozzle: .this limitation insures that the Airfoil Sensor, at
yaw angle of 9U °, is fully t^rithi^^. the _.potential core of the jet.
The net distance between tl^e acoustic center of the source and
the center of the B&K and Airfoil sensors is approximately 2 meters,
which is just .barely acceptable to simulate a plane t^taye i,-^ the
region off' the sensors.
	 .
2.3 Fre^uenc ,y Response o -F the Source ^n the Nozzle
The frequency response of i:he source is measured, at
different- flow velocities, by a B&IC half-inch condenser` micro--
.phone c^rith nose cone. The same test stand. used for flot^a nnisei
tests i5 also used f'or .these acoustic tests.. .The narrorrband
filtering system of Fig. 5 is used..
.	 J
At zero flow velocity, the frequency
measured in the vr^.nd tunnel is compared w:
^ J response measured in the anechoic room ^.n
that at low frequencies there is consi.der^
• ti,reen the main beam of the source and the
.^ from the sides of the nozzle. 	 The freque:
bet^^reen the nu^.ls 	 (or maxima) of interfere
-	
^` corresponds to a path difference qx of on^
dx ^ co/af
_^ ^
,^	 ^ which ^.s fcuiid to be approximately l^j cm
^ in fact, the difference in path length be
`^ and a wave reflected from the up:^er or to
. nozzle.	 This interferer3ce pattern decrea
-; frequency because ^-he directivity of the
3 frequersUy ,
• (A1^. the measurements done in the ac
- wind funnel were restricted to an upper f
.. Th^.s restriction vrill be explained later,
? The interference of the dire.^.t and • r
=^ make the acoustic measurements more diffx
,^^ certainly Less accurate. -	The response of
voltage and different flo^Rr velocities is




as the flow velocity is increased.	 This
the directivity. of the ,Source is sharpene
^.^ the flow.	 A qualita^xve explanation is s
net velocity of `sound vievred from sta'^^.o^^
++^.i creased by the velocity U of the flour; tr
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tiG tests .with the
uency of 15 kHz.
,ected waves will
.t to inter}?ret and
^e Source', at constant
^iun in Fi b. 	 8a,	 b . ^
:reane progressively
cult indicates that
^y the presence of
rn in Fig.	 9:	 the -
^ coordinates is ixi--
original acoustic
3
^^ ^.f the flour velocity
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mere zero are bent symmetrically by the velocity U. The net.
af^'ect is a sharper beam. This argumFnt assumes that the
original radiation of - the Source at zero flow is not affected
by the flot^r in the immediate vicinity of the Source. 	 I
_	






pressure level in the main beam would increase as the beam width
is decreased, in order to preserve . the power emitted by the
^!	 Source. Letting ^ be the half angle of the main beam, and using;
._.	
primes to indicate the effect of flow velocity, we get the
_^	 pressure_ratio p'/p an the axis of the main - beam and at the







tan ¢ ^ ^	 tangy
-	 _	 1 + M/cosh	 ^
where M is the Mach number of the flow, The pressure ratio p'/p 	 -
'^	 increases gradually wit^^ frequency until it reaches a maximum
value of ^: + M; at the maximum value of M = Q.2 used in our-
'^	 tests this increase in p'/p is only 2 dB;;this is pat in
-	
accordaneL with the exper^.mental results which. show a much
larger increase of the ratio p'/p ,
The increase of the pressure ratio p'/p, far. different Flaw
+!	 velocities is shot^rn in Fig. 10; at low flour velocities ($^, 1Q0, 	 ^
^^`	 150 ftfsec) the pressure increase as a function of frequel^cy is
a gradual one, (disregarding the-minor differences in interference
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contradict the experimental results of Sngard^, rrho obtained the
^ opposite eff^^et :
	 lie found that t?7e do^aTnstream pressure is
^,
decz^eased by the presRnce of flow. 	 ^o^^rever^ the experimental
^^
conditions of T n^;ard's-and Our te5t5 are quite di:^^'erent:	 in
!^ Ingard's tests, the radiation surface of the Source is fully
	 '^
exposed to a doss flot+r, sa that the radiation impedance of the 	 ^	 '
`-J source is directly madif:i.ed by Lhe Flow; in our tests the
radiating . surface of the Source,	 (the mouth of the acot:^stic . 	^	 `?
;^
^i horn.),	 i s nod fu115* exposed to the ^'la^^r and,	 further,. the f^.at^r
;.
:^
is perpend3nulal^ to radiating surface. 	 i
-' At large flow velocities (U > x,50 ft /sec) ^:he high freque^7cy 	 i
k1^ p-art of the spectrum,	 in Fig. l^, dJoPs rapidly.....This - drop	 3
could be at^^:°iliuted either (1) to the source, 	 (2) to the B&K
_i microphone t^ith a nose cone, or ^3) to the turbulence of the	 ^	 '^^
-4,
'	 ^ ^'loi^r dispersing the line spectrum beyond the band^,ridth of the	 ^_
.
falter (7 Hz bandwidth) .	 The drop in snectzzum level resul^:ed	 ^^^
3.n a 1.ow signal-l;o-noise ratio at the output of the filter,. 	 E'
• which lead us to restrict the spsc-^rum,to less than 1^ 1tHz.
.
During the test, the drop in the high frequency part of 	 #
__ •
the spectrum was not sufficient.lZ7 apprec,atec^ to investigate
''	 ^ its cause .	 Nevertheless, we will see frgrri . the results off' t'^le
.
'	 ^ Airfoil Sensor, that the cause is not-the Acoustic Source:
^, t^;e high frequency park; ` of the spectrum measured by the A^fail
,;
Sensor does not dr^ap as drasti4a^.? y as when it is measured by
^	 - fhe B^IC m^.craphone t^:atn a ncase cane .	 Ule also I;end to disregard .
:_^
-;
the third cause:. 	 both the B&K microphone . and the Airfoil Sensor
•.^.	
..
^_,	 ' ^U. Tngard and ^T.IC.	 Sin^;^lal,
	 "Upstream and nai^rnstre ar^i Sound -
Radiation in a 1^oving Fluid," JASA; V^a1, 5^	 Na.	 5,,.19,73^.^
_































used the same narra^^rband filter. ^1;: are :left to blame the B&K
microphone with a nose cone for the drop in.the high frequency
part. Therefore,- it appears that the frequency re sponse of t'_^:e
B&K microphone vrith nose cone is sensitive to the presence of
air flour. -This conclusion, which is only an indirect one and
has not been specifical^.,y inv^t*tigated, i^ri^.l affect a^.^. the..
calculations based on our earl:^er assumption. that the response
of the B&K sensor is not - modif^.ed by airflovr. Although this
conclusion applies for frequencies above 10 k^-Tz anal for the
range of flow velocities of our: tests, it will a.ffect'seriously
the accuracy of the cal^ulatioazs done later, using the B&^^ sensor
as a ^refere^lce .
if -this experiment could be repeated, two major chan;,es-would
be made : First, the sZgnals fro g, the S&^^ ,sensor and the Airfoil:
Sensox• would be analyzed with a broader filter, as well as with




_,_ _.	 _	 __	 1	 _.,
1.	 ihiTR^DL^C7IfJf^
..
.The modification of the directivity function of the Airfoil
.^ Porous Surface Sensor by air-flow has .been developed in Appendx.IlT,
^ under the assumptio^l that the sensor is an ideal end-fired line
sensor.	 This result is now compared with the directivity function
of the Airfoil Sensor measured in the presence of a.ir fJ.otlr.
The procedure to obtain experimentally the - effect of Macli
^:^ number an the d^,rectivit;y function is as folJ.otrs
{^.} ^^ith the Acoustic Source suspended. inside the nozzle
_	 ^-' ^ of the ^ly ind tunnel, a B&K calf=inch microphone w.^.th nose cane is
#,	 ^ set on .the aerodynamic stand inside the patentxal.core of the
1, Free ^^et, at a distance of 1 meter from the face of the nozzle.
The pressure measured by this sensor at different flow ZTe^ocities,
`? after correction far the- frequency response of tho sensor, is
taken as the reference point pressure. 	 The assumption is that
the arer^uency ^^esponse off' the B&K sensor a.s insensitive to
E





(2} The pressure field at the location of the B&I^ sensor
iS .assumed to 1]e a plane progressive wage...	 This ass^.mption is
' indeed not quite satisfied, except: at high frequencies where	 _
_^ the directivity of the source minimizes the acoustic reflections
^.. I from the sides of 'the nozzle .
;! (3) IInder the as:^umptions {l} and (2)-the ratio of the
-1 pressure measured by the Airfoil Sensor to the pressure •measured...
-^ ^y-the B&K sensor is the directivity function off' the Airfoil
r	 ^^ Sensor modified by .the Mach nwnber of the flotiv.
(^4) The experimental results 	 {3} is :compared_ ti^rith the
-._
^•-- directivity function H(k) of a :Line sensor of lenp.:tn L, calcula-
w















-	 2.	 Ff.Oti! ;:OISE Ifs ^Hf= ^AI:^ OF 7HF ACOU57'IC SOURCE
	
. ^ , ,	 'the walcc of the Acoustic Saurce is turbulei7t •. The flow
noise a#' tl-ie sensoz°s due to tha.s 'curb^.^.ene^ wi11 reduce the _ ^ .
_ :d sign2l-to—noise ratio of the acoustic tests; see Section 3.
__
This turbulence also presents an opportunity to evaluate the.
.flout noise reduction of the Airfoil Sensor, compared to the B&lf
	
^..	




- ^	 - level. This situation is not an unrealistic one in some practical 	 ^
	`-#	 wind tunnel: tests.
	




measu^.zed direct^.y; instead the flow noise was mee,sured wi^Lh the
	
si	 B&K and 'the Airfoil Sensors.
	 ^ ^
__i Fit ure l gives the flow noise of the B&I{ half i^^ch micro--
	
^^	 phone with nose cone, in the wake of the sound source, 1 meter
	 •
	-^	 away from the fait of the z^azzle, at different flow- velocities .
	
!.^	 The B&I{ sensor is po_Lnting t owards the .flow. 'Figures 2, 3 and !^
	
-^	 give: the flow noise of the airfoil Sensor at the .;ame position
and flour velocities, for yaw angles o#' ^0°, 30° and ^D° .
f
	-1 	^	 = Compa^^ing the Flaw noise of Fig. l with the flow noise 	 .
	
.^	 rieasured ear-tier by the - B&K sensor in the free jet (see Fig. ll,	 J
	._.	 Appendix VI) ^,re find that the flo:;^ noise :in the wake of the Saurce
is approximately 20 dB higher than in the .free jet. - Since the -
	
f	 turbulence of the free jet xs very low, i.t follows that the
turbulence of the S^ralce is stall not very large . It ^.s doubt^'ull
that the turbulence of the wake of-the source could be much
	
-_	 reduced..,
The ^3.otiv noise recluct^.on ach^.eved b,y the Airfo3. Sensor,
- --
using tl^e flow noise measured by the B&K sensor as a reference,	 -
is shown iri }ia.gs. ^; 6 and 7 for the yativ an.g^.es of ^°, 30° and	 .
QO°. -The nose.reductions are quite large; - of c ourse, they
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Sound Source. Hot^^ever, these naxse reductions are typical cf
what can be achieved ^.n a relat^.vely turbulent f1ow,^ by a
porous surfar:e sensor of the same length as the A^.rfaz:^ ,Sensor,
At high flow velocities (235 ft/sec) the sip^nal--ta--noise
ratio of the sound pressure emitted by the source {see Fib;. 8b,
Appendix IV) to the flow noise of the B&K Sensor, Fig. 1, t^rould
''
	
	 become negative in the region of 1?I IcHz if the analysis were
made in third octave bands. In contrast, the signal-- ta--noise
i
---	
ratio of the Airfoil Sensor t^^ould remain positive and large











AIRFOIL	 S^HSfJR MDQYFIEQ .BY AIR^=L^^l
a
The exper^:men^al. procedure outlined in the Introduction_has	 ^	 i
been fallo^rred,	 The data" From; the land re-cords produced for .each
s
_^ fxsecluel^cy s<<reep on the Graphic Level Recorder, tsee the blocI^
d^.agram of the ^.nstrumentation xn Fig. ^ 5, Appendix zV) , and fay
each sensor and each ^'iow condition have been reduced to 	 ^
:^	 F directivity funet^:ons .	 'The case of ;ero degree yt^.v^ angle of the 	 a
. I^irfoil Sensor is of .particular interest.
_	
-
Tn all the tests the angJ:e 9 between the d^.rec^an of
s
J propagation of the t'quasi" plane wave ,emitted by the .Source ^.n	 '
^
c




'	 Hence, the ieleal diree.tivity function of an end-Fired ....line
^ sensaz^ becomes, from Appendix Ill,
^_^
^ coca	 1} L/2
z sin lkI	 s. L+^^t
	 1 J	 ^1
cosy
s ` ^.+M	 i
= a
; yrhere ks is the t^ravenumber ^xn air at the frequency w s of the^
^ ,.
excitation of the, source,
^j
k	




































zero	 Yat^t	 Anal e :	 ^c =	 0°
E	
^^ The Airfol.Sensax^ is oriented directly into the airflow.
8 - Q,
	 Henc y , the direct^.^^.ty fu».ctian of an ideal porous s^ra_p
1. J




_ ; ^	 Ins	 L/2l^M
i
ti,^ -
--G -	 In_ Pigs . 8a through $e, ;the measured d rec^^.vity ; function
of the Airfoil Sensor, at differenf^ flora velacxLies, is
compared with the directivity funet^.on calculated from the
t	 ^ preceed:^ng ^'ormu^a.
:J
_ `The. experimental directivity funet'on follows the theoretical.
^^ o^^e of a line sensor at freq uencies up: to 10 .kHz.
	 Above ^.0 ]MHz





Although the accuracy of the experimental results leave much 	 y






very dcfznite one. 'The divergence coo:ncides ^,iith the drop of
-
the. frequency response of-the sourcemeasu^edin the flaw by	 .	 3
- the B&^.{ sensor-
	 Following .the discussion of this effect sn
._°' Appendix ITT, tre suspect t^iat the R&^^ }.calf•-^.nch canderiser micro-
,---'! phone with ease cone has
	
frequency r esponse which ^.s dependent.a
's an arfl.e,w,
- -	 The. izose cone of she B&I^ sensor	 nta.^oduces a cavity in `front
^' of i;he microphone cartridge; tl^.is cauity is covered by a #'ine	 a
.	 .
metal. screen of axial length h. 'The sampling correct;ion 'due' to
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is already included in the Frequency response of the B&I{ sensor.
This correction is in part compensated by the radial resonance
^
''	 ^^	 ^ ^ of the cavity which occurs in the frequency region of 15 lcHz.
^'
^
^ This compensation is also included in the frequency respanse
^,
^	 ^~^ of the B&I{ sensor at zero flaw velocity.	 The resonance frequency
E:
^^	 -T
# of the radial .;lade will be shafted towards higher frequencies_
^.€ by the air flow and the modal damping of the resonance will be
^^^
^:ncreased, producing a net and broad decrease of the frequency
1^ response in the regi pn of 15 kHz.	 This decrease in sensitivity
^'
is
toottld explain the apparent decrease of the sound pressure of
;
^	 ^ the Source in the same frequency region (see Fig. 	 $ of Appendix lV)
and the divergence between the measured and calculated d^.ree'-xvity
I°	 r	 ^^f functions above 1C IcHz .
The preeePdxng comments are tentative. They suggest that
^'^	 the frequency response of t'^e B&K sensor as a function of flow
^^	 velocity shou.^d be ^.nvestigated further.
-;
^`	 The directivity functions of the ideal line sensor in
'	 F+'ig. $ appear to be shafted towards higher frequencies (or
`!	 lower flow velocities) than the experimental directivity functions.
',^
-'	 if the real directivity function of the Airfoil Sensor, measured
'^	 in the ar.echoic room, had been used ins%e^ad of the directivity
is	 ^	 ^	 ^	
..
function of a lane sensor the agreement xn Fag. 8 between ^:he
;',
	
	 calculated and measured directivity functions would be some--	 '
what better.
^.^ 3.2 .Yaw Angle a = 30 °, g0°
;^
The acoustic data and Mach number correction for a = 300
and 90° are not presented for the following reasons.
At a = 30° the Airfaal Porous Sensor looks directly at the
,,,^	 waves reflected from one side edge of the nozzle; hence, the
















Since the Mach number correction ^.^ also larger and starts at
lovrer frequenc^.es than for a=0°, it follows. that the accuracy
of the results is very poor,
At a^9^° there shou3.d be no Mach number correction. However,
the directivity of the Sensor, which is now loo ping away from
the acoustic source, a.s cas^turing mostly the residual reverberant
field of .the test room. Again, this result ^.s not significant.
except that it shows that the Airfoil Sensor maintains its acoustic
directivity in the a^.r flow. This conclusion was already made


















^.^:	 ^ i	 ^, JF	 ;.
___
	
_, _ ^^ ^1
	
(1.) The accuracy of the experiments ti^ritll a Source in	 ^`
	
',	 air flow is not very good for t^^ro ma:^n reasons: the inter-^.	 i^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^,
jk'	 ference at low frequencies of the waves reflected from the 	 ^
^^	
sides-of the nozzle with the main beam of source; and at ^^igh	 ^.
	
^ `^^	 frequencies the suspicion that the acoustic respc^lse of the B&K
microphone with nose cone is sensitive to air flow.
	 {
,^_	 {2) The effect of Mach number on the directivity function
of the Airfoil Sensor follows the calculation based on an ideal
^^	 end-fired line sensor for frequencies at Least up to l0 1tHz
and in the range M < 0.2.
^`	 (3} Etren when the Aizfoil Sensor is painting; directly into
` I	 the flour (6=0) and directly toSvards the Acoustic Source (a=0}
the directivity function modified by Ms^ch number enter° in the
^--^	 response of the Sensor; the net correct^.on to the data becomes
large at high flow velaczties and higr frequencies.
^'	 {^}} The cause for the required corrections in air floYr
^ E	 even for a = 8 = 0°, is shown explicitly in the case of an
^^	 .equivalent line . sensor; see Eq. is Appendix IXI: the wavenumber
lei of the gas inside the line sensor is-nat matched to the









or, in terms of trace veloc^.ties,
^-	 ,
	
F^ 	 c {lfMcas©}




















































 is tl^e sound velocity of the gas inside the line sensor
and co
 is the sai^nd velocity of the gas outside the line sensor.
^Ihen the l;as inside and outside the l^.nA sensor is the same,
life air, the trace matching ^s never ach^.eved except ut M=0
and a=0°, For M-0 the mismatch in trace velocities produces
	 •
the usual directiv^.ty function wh^.ch could take the form,
for example, of directivity patter^zs in polar diagrams, a
being the polar angle. The dependence on a is therefore desirable.
The dependence on M cosh is not desirable.
The dependence of the directivity function ,^n M cos9 could
be eliminated for each specific casF if the gas inside the
Airfoil Sensor were different from the gas outside such that
Then, for this case, the directivity function reduces to the
usual one (directivity patterns) with dependence only on coca.
A different gas inside the sensor must ,be used for each product
M cosh. However, it appears possible to use a gas mixture
inside the sensor, where the percentage of . the gas components
can toe varied to satisfy the required vet-ue oz" c i
 for a wide range
of F^ cos9. This is an enticing pcssibil^ty wh^.ch should be
pursued: •
 the effect of Mach number on the directivity functions,
like those of Fig. 8,'crould be eliminated leaving only the usual
dependence on the angle a.
1
22r^
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-	 -	 APPENDIX VI*
FLOtd NOISE TESTS OF THE AIRFOIL POROUS 5f1RFRCE SENSOR
. -	 MODEL 3^2 AND OF THE ^&Y. HALF'^INCH CONDENSER























of	 the	 fa11 ot^ri ng	 ^
^`
reference:	 The experiment has	 been	 supported ,jointly by	 NASA
Ames	 and	 NASA Langley;	 Naiseux, D.U.,	 e^ a^.,	 "Develapment,
^^`, Fabrication	 and	 Calibration of a	 Porous Surface ^^licraphone	 in




































The Airfoil Porous Surface Sensor, I^lodel 3^2^, and the Bruel
and ICj aer half--inch condenser micropI:one faith ease cane have.
been tested in a quiet wind tunnel at flow veloc^.ties fz^om
25 m/sec . ( $^€ ft/sec } to 70 m/sec f X35 ftJsec } . Their ^'lat^i
.noises are compared.
The B&^ sensor is used as a reference to show the flow
noise reduction achieved by the Airfoil Sensor. The B&K sensor
is alvrays pointed directly into the flow. The Airfoil Sensor
is pointed at different yaw angles in the flow, in the range of
a° to 90°. Since the B&I{ sensor is essentially omnidirectional
	 `
Duct its effective frequency range, up to 15 kHz, there is no
reason to orient it differently ;,han directly towards the flow,
in fact, if it is pointed tovaards otherwise, its flaw noise
^.ncreases rapidly with the angle between its axis and the flow
direction.
The relevant properties of the vrind tunnel are liven in
Section 2, including its spectrum of ttarbulence. Gection 3
describes the test setup. Section ^ presents the data of









~^	 The flaw noise tests were made ir, the new BB;d c{uiet wind
-	 tunnel. Figure la, and lb show the elevation and plan views gf
^^	 the facility: it is a^ Free ,jai: in a semi^anechoic room.
	 ±-^^
3
;^	 A new nozzle was added to increase the flow velocities:
^^	 it is a rectangular nozzle with dimensions of 2$ inch high by
^!0 inch t^ride at; the exit. The larger width is convenient for
testing models, like the Airfoil Porous Surface Sensor which
are long and thin in the horizontal plane. The maxim:^m flow
velocity attained 70 m/:.ec, (235 ft/sec). The minimum flow
ve7.acxty, 2 >> m/sec, corresponds to the idling speed of the
°	 diesel.
The ve.^ocity praf.ile at the ?xit face of^the nozzle is
very ^,,ziforr^ over the full range of flow velocities with a rapid
but smooth decrease of velocity at the sides of the nozzle:
there is no flour separation on the sides of the nozzl:.
The level of turbulence at thz exit of the nozzle is very
low. At the location of the microphone, one meter away from
the exit plane, the turbulence spec^rum on the. axis of. the
nozzle is shown in Fig. 2, in third octave bands, for three
different flow velocities: 100, 150 and'^200 ft/sec. The low
frequency part of the spectrum, below 100 Hz is attributed to
the fan. The central part of the spectrum, from 100 riz to ^ kHz
at 100 ft/sec, to $ kHz at 150 ft/sec and to 12.5 kHz at 200 ft/sec
is the normal turbulence of the wind tunnel. The hi ;h frequency
part above 12.5 kHz has a rising; spectrum, with a slope of a-9 dB
per octave for third octave bands (or & dB/octave on a linear
frequency scale): this part is not considered to represent free
flow tux^^rulence, but is believed to be caused by the hot wire
probe. Nevertheless, the turbulence is very law over the whole
frequency range of interest: 100 Hz to 10 }cHz.
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The Airfoil Sensor, its preamplifier base and tail end form
an aerodynamic shape. The pipe cemented to the preamplifier_
base carries the electrical loads of the preamplifier; the pipe
fits verticall,, inside the aerodynamic stand. T1-.^ Airfoil sensor
can be rotated horizontally frith respect to the stand. The stand
is bolted to a horizontal plate which is attached to the test
platform. A protractor on the underside of the plate measures
the yaw angle a, k*hick is the rotation of the pipe and Airfoil
Sensor tivith respeot to th^^ aerodyynamic stand. F ,
 ^;ure 3 shows
the Airfoi 1. sensor on t' e stand for zero ^^a^•r angle .
The Bruel and Kjaer half-inch condenser microphone uses the
same stand as the Airfoil Sensor. An aerodynamic top is .-dded
to the stand as shoi•rn in Fig. ^^. The preamplifier, ti•rhich is a
st^;ndard B&1{ preamplifier type 2615, is set inside an aerodynamic
housj.ng to which is soldered a ver„ical pipe which carries the
electrical leads. The microphone and its preamplifier car be
rotated in a horizontal plane, ^^rith respect to the stationary
test stand. In all the tests, the nose cone use3 is the ne^•rer
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FIG . ^I PIIOTOGFtAPii OF THE B&K ?g INCH COPIDENSER I+IICROPHONE WITH
PdOSE COIJE, A.`^1D THP; AERODY;IAMIC HGUSING OF THE p REAP^Ii LIFIER,
ATTACiiED ^10 THE TEST STAPdD.
!1 .	 FLO},1 }COI SE TESTS
4.1	 Test Ccr;ditions
All the results of flow noise are reduced to equivalent'
acoustic pressures of a plane zrave incident along the axis of
the sensors; i.e., the flo^•r noise data are corrected for the
frequency response of each sensor.
The frequency response of the Airfoil Sensor is sl1o^•rn in
Fig. 5. The frequency response of the B&K half-inch microphone
with nose cone is shoc•rn in T'ig. h : the mic^^ophone cartridge
type 4133 and the nose cone type UA--0386 are used. The small
scale variations 'n the frequency response of ?+i^;. 6 are caused
by the test setur^ in.the anechoic room.
The centers of each sensor during the tuts are located
at approximately one meter from the face of the nozzle.
ldhen tl.e fan is off the backF, round acoustic and electronic
noise of the sensors are sh:^wn in Fib;. 7. The low frequency
part of the noise is mostly acoustic noise and 60 cycle hum
pickup.
Thy
 aerodynamic stand on which sits the airfoil sensor or
the B&1C sensor generates a certain amount • of noise which •rill
contribute to t;^e net flo^•r noise measured b y the sensors. 'the
tur'?ulont mixing rel;ion betti•reen the free j et and the free air
strikes the stand in an area below the sensors; the fiuctuatin^;
pressures generated in this area radiate as dipoles oriented
perpendicular to the surface and the frequency spectrum of
the noise radiated has a broad maximum at a low frequency given
approximately by
0.?_ U
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r•rhere h is the Chic}.ness of the mixinf; region and l? is the mean
f1oVr velocity; 'this fr^eque:rcy is roughly 100 to 200 Hz. It
follo:•rs that the directivity pattern of this radiated noise has
a minimum in the direction of flow (corresponding; to vat•r anp;le
of 0^ for the Airfoil Sensor) and increase; gradually for directions
perpenticular to the flour. The Airfoil Sensor at ,ya^•r angle near
0° , and the B&1{ sensor (vrhi ch is alu•rays pointed .into the flour )
•rill be near a minimum of this radiated noise.
This lour freouency noise generated by the stand could have
been almost eliminated by e^:tending the Tourer lip of the nozzle
beyond the stand. But this extended surface u•rould also create
other noises, like radiation from its bour:darV layer and from
the vibration of the surface, and. uaould cause undesirable acoustic
reflections. Hence, it was decided to accept the low freouency,
lour level, of the noise generated on the stand by the r,.lxing
region of the flour.
The traa.lirg edge of t yro stand u•rill create a similar but
high frequency noise associated with the thic>tness of the
boundary layer.
The noise radiated by the stand and the llirfoil Sensor vrere
meas^.rred outside the free ,jet and mixing; .•region at two loca^.ions
^,:hich are specified in Fib;. 8. At location• ^_, which is at the
same elevation and axial distance from the nozzle as the sensor
but immediately outside the mixing region, the pressure spectrum,
measured r•rith the B&}{ sensor, is shoirn in Fib;. ^. At location 2,
Vrhich is under the a^:is of the jet in front of the stand but
outside of the jet and its mixing ref;ion we ^;et the pressure
spectrum of Fig. ]_0. The low frequency spectrum of the out-of-
flou•r noise at location 2 is roughly 30 dI3 lotirer than at location
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generated by the mixing; region hitt^.n^; tl^e stand; also the
acoustic noise radiated through the nozzle is baffled by the
nozzle itself. At hi.^;h frentiencies the noise at- stati.cn 2
is also lo^•rer than at station 1 because at-ation 2' is in a null
of the pressure radiated by the trailing; edge of the stand.
4.2	 Floti•r ldoise of the 6&K Half-Inch Condenser hlicrophone
Ili th Pdose Cone
	
^-	 The spectrum of the flol•r noise measured by a B&K Kali-inch
	^	 condenser microrhor^° i•rith nose cone, pointing directly into
	
^`^	 the flo^•r, is sho^sn in F^^^;. 11, in third octave bands and for
different f •lorr velocities from 2u to 70 m/sec.
4
	
.!	 The levels of flora noise of rig. 11 is lower than the out-
of-flow noise measure3 at location 1 of Fig. 8, except tovrards
high frequencies where th:^y become rou^;hl •y equal . The loi•rer
levels of Fig. 11 t•rere anticipated because the B&1{ sensor is in
i
!	 a null of tree directivit;^^ of the noise generated by the stand.
klhen the levels of floer noise of Fig. 11 are compared ^•rit}z the
	
j^	 out-of-flow noise measvr•od at location 2 of T'ig. 8, they are
	
lL	 found to be higher; hence, the f]_oiti^ noise of the B&}{ sensor
	
CI	 is dominated by the turbulence of the free jet reacting on the
	^-}	 surface c.f the B&1{ sensor and its preamplifier base.
	
i
E	 The flol•r noise of Fig. 11 will be the reference to which
	
`-	 the flo^•r noise of the Airfoi? Sensor will be compared.
4. 3	 F1 olv PJoi se of the Airfoi 1 Sensor
	
f^	 The frequency spectra, in third octave bands, of the flow
	
!-^	 noise of the Airfoil Porous Surface Sensor, are shown in




it	 of 15° and for flaw velocities of 25 to 70 m/sec in increments











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1) In general, the spectrum of the flotti^ noise at anv ^'lo^a
avelocity and yaw angle does not exhibit any conspicous local
rise which could be associated with a coh^^rent noise mechanis.n
like a coherent vortex shedding. The accurate airfoil shape of
the nevr design did not allow the generation of anv significant
	
rl	 noise of this type. Hovrever, there are indications that loir
	
u	 levels of coherent noise are generated, which can Le inferred
	
L
,	 fronthe small fluctuations in the noise spectra. These small
	
!j
	fluctuations in the flour noise spectra could be separated and
identified by using a narrow band analysis.
	
^`I	 During the flow tests at different yavr angles and flow
velocities, an observer near the airfoil but outside of the
	
I	 flour could, at times, detect the presence of same wea}c tones
(400 Hz) emanating from the sen:.or (or the stand?); those
i
	
^^	 weak ^^ones, iahen they occ:ir, would not be amplified nor shifted
in i'requency b,y an increase in flow velocity; they are like tones
	i	 from cavity resonances rather• than from vortex shedding. Their
I
origin eras not found.
	
L)	
(2) The general co,nment above about the lour level of
	
L	 coherent noise of the nevr airfoil is further corroborated by
	
(-^	 comparing the flour noise of the o-der des;i};n and of the nevr
	
u	 design. Both can be compared only aL- low flow velocities b^?cause
the o7.der design was tested iii a small wind tunnel only at 23 m/sec
	
^^	 (7t; ft /sec) .
	
(-1	 Comparing the flow noire of the nerr /airfoil Sensor at flow
	ll	 velocity of 25 misec (84 ft/sec) with the flow noise of the old
desi};n^ at 2?_ m/sec (74 ft/sec) , we find the follow^_nn;: at- a •yaw
angle of 0°, the new design is quieter by about 5 dB. At a yavr
..	 *}LISA CR




















angle of 30° the ne.J design is quieter by roughly 10 dB. A'.:
a yaw angle of'60° the new design is quieter by roup •hly 15 dR;
the riss in Eloise spectrum at ^ kHz, in the old design, and
which eras attributed to coherent floi •r noise of a turbulent
boundary layer at the trailing edge, is r.ot found in the new
design.
The loc•rer flour noise of the r:eca design compared with the
older design, is associated with the more accurate and the
thinner airfo^1 (smaller Y.hickness to chord ratio) of the nevr
design and possibly to the more accurate directivity function of
the netr design at the smal]_ vravelengths of turbulence.
The turbulence spectrum of the ne^rr vrind tunnel in t^^hieh
the nevr Airfoil Sensor is tested is in fact sl^.^;htl,y higher,
by a few dB, than the turbulence spectrum of the old wind tunnel
in ^vhich the old design was tested. Although the scale of
turbulence in the t yro mind tunnels have not been measured and
compared, it is almost certain that in the ne^v wind tunnel the
ola design ^•rould sense a higher flour noise than in the olc^
ivirid tunnel.
(3) At 12.5 }cHz the noise spectrum of the nevr Airfoil
Sensor has a distinct "hump" vrhich is not: shifted in frequency
by changes in flow velocity. The presence of this "hump" has
not been explained. It ^;r ould appear that this "hum p " belongs
to the frequency response of the Serzsoz^. Per} yaps it ^ould be
associated with a subsonic flexural wave of the porous strip;
hovrever, this possibility would contradict our earlier conclusion`
that the first bending; resonance of the porous strip occurs at






-^	 -	 .^	 . _	 •
^	 -	 a	 .^
t
s
This "hump" of flo^•r noise at ],^ . 5 k^^z, although not a very
large one, merits further investigation..
{ ^ ) The flo^•r noise at yaer angles of 15° and 30° is	 _
generally, lower than the flow noise a.t 0°.
As the yaw angle is increased towards 3U° there are two
competing effects: first, the ^raaenumber component of the
flot•r noise projected clang the axis of the porous strips decreases
and therefore the filtering action of Airfoil Sensor decreases
and the net flow noise should increase. Tn contrast, the path
olength on the porous strip, over which a pressure disturbance
propagates is shortened as the yatr angle is increased. If the
strength of this pressure disturbance is increasing with the path
	
^^	 le*^gth over the surface of the airfoil, or is experiencing in-
stabi7.ity as in a transition frot^^ a laminar to a turbulent
	
^	 boundary layer, then the shorver path length cti^ith increasin^;,yaw
angle would produc? a loner flow noise. In this competition
a minimum fJ.ovr is reached at yaw an^:le a of 30° ; for larger
y^.vr angles the noise filtering of the directivity function
decreases rap:i.dly.
^^ !
A further source of noise, at large yaw an^:les is the noise
	
^
^	 radiated bS^ the stand. This noise was c3i'.scussed in Part 2
M^
of ^ Sectio^^ U .
(5) l•1e cannot determine t•rith the present test s•^tup whether
the boundary layer over the porous strips become turbulent.
.Taking a l^eynolds number R x far tYze length x from the tip
of the Airfoil Sensor to the far end of the porous strip and
using the' results obtained with ^. smoo` h fl=at plate ti•rith sharp
leading edge , rre wouJ.d evolve a critical ?ieynolds number o f






The numerical value of this criticaW }?e is coi7sistent ^•rith the
relatively loia^intensity of turbulence of the Eros ,iet. F'or a
yaw angle of 0° the path length x is 16.5 inches. Ifence,
the transition may start at f1o^•r velocities of 230 ft/sec.
Even if transition to a turbulent boundary layer would
start to occur 3t the far end. of one porous strip, the net
increase '_n floz•r noise could not be large because only a small
t'racta.on of the strip is exposed to this transition.
4.4	 Cornpari san 6et^reen the F1 ati^r ldai ses of tl^e Ai y^fai 1 Sensor
ancf the B&!^ Ha1 f-I^^ch Candenssr r•1i cron4^^ane with Mose :one
l^de reca^.l that the B&1^ senscr is always painted towards the
airflo^v and that the Airfoil Sensor is oriented with d^_fferent
ya^^ angles a, 0° to 90° ti•rith resx^ect to the flour. Also, the
tests are made in very low turbulence.
(1 J Loy
 I'z=equenc^ noise ^e2vur 10a I^^
Tl,e loi•r frequency noise be1o^,T
 100 Hz a_s primaria.y
noise caused by the fan; since neither one of • the t^^ro sensors
has any directivity at low frequencies, theti = should sense equally
well this noise. This is the case for yai•r a of the Airfoil
Sensor up to a ^ 145° . At larger yat+^ angles, tl^e Airfoil Sensor
becomes somewhat noisier. This increase in noise is probably
the low frequency noise generated by the stand; the directivity
of this noise has a null at a = 0° such that the I3&]C sensor f s
not exposed to it. As the yaw angle of the Airfoil Sensor is
increased, this sensor becomos progressively more exposed to





l2) No^.se Spectrttrn Above 100 HN and Lora FZou^ Velocity
•	 Ptt low flow velocities and for zero ,yaw an^1e of the
Airfoil Sensor, the floti•r noises are about the same . At lamer
yaw angles of 15° to 45° the Airfoil Sensor j.s auiete- than the
B&K sensor; at a = GO° they are about the same. At Larger yaw
angles of 75° and g0° the Airfoil Sensor is noisier by aU proxi-
mately 10 dB except above 3.1 1cHz ^ti^here they are about the same.
Hi Iz F2our 1^eZocit •,;es(^) Noise Spectrurrr Above 100 HN, 	 g
For the different yaw angles a of the .'^i^^foil Sensor
vre find the fclla4•ring:
	^^	 a = 90°: the A9.rfoil Sensor is quieter than the B&K sensor
only above 3. 1 1cIiz .
	
I '	 ^	 a = 60°: the Ai2^foil Sen:,or is quieter than the B&K sensor
	
i ` `	 above 400 Hz; the difference can be as much as 15 d13 at h.3 ltl^z.
a = 45°: Lhe Airi'oil Sensor is quieter than the B&K sensor
f
above 250 Hz; the difference can be as much as 20 dB at 5 kHz.
a = 30°: this yaw ankle yields tre minimum floi•r noise o"
the Airfoil Sensor, especially at high frec,uene^es; the airfoil
sensor is quieter tha^z the B&K sensor for frequencies above
200 Hz; the difference can be as much as •'25 C'iB at 5 kHz.
a = 0°, 15': the flow noise of the Airfoil Sensor is every=
	
^1	
wlye^^e los^rer than the flo^•r noise of the B&K sensor; the difference
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5.	 COPlCLUSIOt^S
The new Airfoil Porous Surface Sensor has shotm si^;nifica?.tly
lotiaer flow noise than the older design. This is due to the
accurate airfoil section and to its small thickness to chard
ratio.
Over the full range of floi•r velocities of the mind tunnel,
25 to 70 ;, ►/sec, and at any yatti angle of the Airfoil, the new
design dic^ not create in its floti•r noise any siC;nificant "tones" .
The i'low noise of the Airfoil Sensor is trenerall^^ lo^•rer
than the floVr noise of the 13&K half inch ?^^icran!z.^ne ^^rif;h nose cane,
for a wide range c f yaw a?zC;1es , 0° t ^ 45° . At lar ;er ,yas^r angles ,
60° i;o g0° the Airfoil Sensor is noisier, probably because it
senses the noise generated by the - stand on which it is mo nted.
All these results of floor noise ap}^ly to very aiziet f'lo`g.
A f^  higher turbulence than the turbulence of the present tests,
the :.irfoil Sensor is expected to be much Quieter than the B&K
sensor.
